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How Can 2FA Help Keep Greedy
Fingers Out Of Your Company
Dessert Tray?
Yes, this is a little play on
words, but we hope you
enjoy this light hearted
message. It’s no secret
that your company has
a plentiful assortment of
data. Everything is stored
from client information,
to operating secrets, and
even sales information. The
sweetest treats your company
has to offer is all stored in
your data. 2FA is a great
solution to help you keep
malicious fingers out of your
dessert tray.
What is 2FA? I’m sure you’ve

heard of 2FA and even used
it on some of your personal
applications like banking
or social media. 2 Factor
Authentication is a two-step
verification process in which you
use a password as well as an
extra layer of security to access
a platform. Many businesses
use this to secure access to
programs that hold sensitive
data.
Isn’t 2FA more time
consuming? Sure it does
take a little bit more time,
but the security it adds is
well worth the additional 3
seconds it takes to use this
handy feature. 2FA security
is like gravy on your mashed
potatoes at Thanksgiving;
sure you may have to wait for
the gravy to come around the
table, it’s a hot mess, but gosh
it’s worth the wait to top off the
tantalizing dish before you and
makes everything better in the
end.

Follow us...

90% of all passwords can be
hacked in just 6 hours. We had
a client recently that was really
struggling with intrusions into
their e-mail system. We were

pushing them repeatedly to
implement 2FA throughout their
company to help combat these
constant business interruptions.
However, they kept telling us, it is
just too cumbersome. After a few
infections, they finally decided
to implement 2FA for their email
and a few other programs. They
realized, implementing 2FA
actually saved them a lot of time
and money. Unfortunately, they
had discovered for themselves
that remediation really chews up
a lot of resources.
How does 2FA really work? 2FA
is simple, it’s just two steps. Step
1, enter your password. Step 2,
enter an additional verification
method. The most common
additional step programs offer
is verification codes, additional
security questions, or biometrics.
Each of these methods offer a
secondary point in your login
process to add more data. If
attackers cannot get the proper

Coronavirus
Phishing Attacks
Now that the Coronavirus is all
around us, it is also causing
issues in the digital world by
being used in e-mail phishing
attacks to infect computers.
Learn what to look for.
The infected emails contain links
to pdfs or .doc files. The links
may appear to come from the
CDC or even a coworker, but in
fact, redirect users to a page that
appears to be Outlook. Or, it can
oﬀer ‘safety measures’ in the form
of a pdf. Clicking on any of these
links exposes users to malware
designed to access bank accounts, financials, and even
bitcoin wallets.
Major events or holidays have
also been used. Coronavirus was
infamously used to invite recipients to a demonstration by global
warming activist Greta Thunberg.
It has also been used in invitations to Christmas and Halloween
parties.

information entered, your
account will lock itself and notify
you of a possible intrusion.

Protect yourself by never opening
attachments from an unknown
sender unless you confirm over
the phone that the attachments
are legitimate for your business.
Be sure to inform all your staﬀ
and coworkers of the dangers
phishing scams pose for your
company. Awareness is the best
prevention.

Isn’t 2FA cumbersome to setup?
The second step to authenticate
a program is actually very easy to
implement. Most organizations
elect to use authentication
applications from Microsoft or
Google that you can

Need Technical Help?
Contact TDA today
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gethelp@tdai.net

Computer
Security Day!
November 30th is National Computer
Security day! I know, we are just a
bunch of geeks. You expected to learn
something fun about pilgrims or turkey,
but this is a technology newsletter. So,
take a look at these 4 quick security
tips.

What is Computer Security day?

Computer Security Day is like a
hallmark holiday for dorks like us; just
another day for us to spread the word
about protecting your computers.

Protecting your resources. Each
day, computers are getting more
advanced and so are attackers.
Protecting your resources, tools and
data ensures your company will
stay functional in the unpredictable
landscape businesses are facing.

Tip #1: Update. Take a few moments
to check if your computer is updated.

Tip #2: Antivirus protection. If you

don’t have an Antivirus program, get
one! We cannot express how important
it is to monitor and remediate issues
as they arise.

How Can 2FA Help...
(Continued from page 1)

quickly download to your cell phone. It only takes a few moments to setup a new
authentication connection, your phone will hold that connection until you remove it, and
you’re ready to go. In the Microsoft authentication app, just follow these four simple
steps to setup a new authentication connection.
•

Open the application and click on the “+” symbol in the upper right corner.

•

If your new connection is a work account hosted by Microsoft, click on “Work or
school account”. If not, click on “Other (Google, Facebook, etc.)”.

•

Scan the QR code on your application. You can find the 2FA features in the settings,
options or more options menus. You may see things like “Two-step verification”,
“Set up two-step verification”, or “Turn on two-step verification”. When you find the
proper menu option, the QR code will show within the program for you to scan on
your phone.

2FA helps to keep hackers out of your data. 2FA adds an extra layer of protection by
requiring a password and a secondary authentication method. 2FA also notifies you of
failed attempts at entry into your platforms so you can take action. 2FA is user specific.
Using a designated authentication connection deters hackers from even trying to enter
your account.
Ready to setup 2FA? Give us a call today. There may be a few buttons to push on your
server or within your cloud environment to make it a requirement for all users.

Give us a call 410.604.3215 or
email gethelp@tdai.net and we will call you.

Tip #3: Use strong passwords
and 2FA. Strong passwords and

two-factor authentication are a must
these days. One of our clients kept
experiencing constant attacks on their
e-mail system because they didn’t’
want to deal with having to enter a
code for 2FA. While it may be more
cumbersome, it is the best tactic to
implement to secure your accounts
these days.

Tip #4: Monitoring. Make sure
someone is watching your network
24/7/365. Give us a call today
if you need any assistance. Our
Managed Service plans offer backups,
monitoring and remediation so you can
rest assured your company is secure.

Call TDA today!
410.604.3215
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Microsoft Rebrands Their Business Software
Out with the old and in with the new! Microsoft shifted their offerings recently from the
good old Office products to a new name. Take a look at their rebranding efforts.
Microsoft rebranding, better alignment with small business needs. Microsoft is
adapting even more closely with the new norms of working online. Afterall, business really
doesn’t happen only in the office anymore. Microsoft has dropped the Office 365 name
off many of their products.
What does this mean for my business? New bundled services are becoming available.
This rebranding allowed Microsoft to shift their bundled products. The new Microsoft 365
Business Basic includes Teams, Exchange, OneDrive and SharePoint, where Microsoft
365 Business Premium services include the premium Office applications as well as these
cloud services like Intune and Azure Information. This great bundle boasts advanced
threat protection and mobile device management.

Give us a call if you’re ready to fall into a new suite of Microsoft products.

3 Steps To Take Advantage Of Section 179 Tax
Savings For Your Business
As we bring the 2020 year to a close, let’s review a few details about the
Section 179 Deduction. You could save valuable money on your taxes by writing
off qualifying equipment or software purchases.
What is Section 179? Most business owners have heard of Section 179,
however it is often seen as some complicated tax code that’s impossible to
use. It really isn’t that complicated. Here are three easy steps to help to take
advantage of the Section 179 Deductions.
1. Identify qualifying purchases.
If you’ve purchased or leased new or used business equipment during the 2020
tax year, you qualify for the Section 179 Deduction (assuming you’re within the
threshold). The maximum for new or used equipment purchased and put in to
service between January 1st and December 31st of 2020 is $1,040,000. This
includes things like equipment purchased for business use, tangible personal
property used in business, business vehicles (restrictions apply), computers,
off-the-shelf software, office furniture, office equipment like printers, and even
some office building improvements (i.e. HVAC, roofing, alarm and security
systems).
2. Elect to take the Section
179 Deduction when you
file your taxes. When you’re
ready to file your business tax
return for the year, regardless
of your filing time, be sure to
elect the deduction. If you paid
cash or used a Section 179
qualified financing option you’ll
need to fill out Part 1 of the
IRS form 4562. Section 179
is only taken on the items you
select. You don’t have to list
every little thing you purchased
throughout the year.

Gobble Up A FREE
Network Assessment
For Your Business
“Thanksgiving dinners take
18 hours to prepare. They are
consumed in 12 minutes. Halftimes take 12 minutes. This is not
a coincidence.” Erma Bombeck.
Balancing football and baking
times can be a stressful and
tedious task. Are your IT needs
feeling more stressful and tedious?
Sick of feeling nickel and dimed
for services you really cannot
compromise about like the second
quarter and family time?
Just like a good side-dish to
go with your turkey, a great IT
professional is essential to keep
your business running smoothly.
If you’re tired of calling in issues
you feel should be standard
maintenance and you’re continually
worried that you’re still not
receiving the service you deserve,
it’s time to make a change.
Give us a call today! We offer a
FREE Network Assessment to help
you see what’s really going on
inside your company, learn about
ways to remediate issues, and
prepare your company for new
growth.

3. Calculate your savings and
plan your year end projects.
Ready to take advantage of the
Section 179 Deduction? Take
time to evaluate the qualified
items you’ve purchased this year so far. Make a list and calculate your savings
online at www.section179.org/section_179_calculator. If there are a few more
items you need to purchase before the year end, give us a call to schedule your
project before the year end.
4. How much can I save? .
With equipment costs of $75,000 the true cost of your purchases with the
Section 179 Deduction would be just $48,750. That’s a savings of $26,250!
Visit www.section179.org for more information on how you can save.

Have questions? Give us a call. We are here for you. 410-604-3215

Need Technical Help?
Contact TDA today
gethelp@tdai.net
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Inquiring Minds...
Resilience: An important quality in the age of this pandemic. In the era of pandemics and lockdowns, resilience
is the key to coping with changing demands of business and the office. The Workforce Institute recommends that
employees cultivate resilience by learning certain skills.
Learn to look for the root causes of problems. Work out what you can change or control and what you can’t. Put
your energy into the things you can control and improve.
Practice balanced optimism. The ability to realistically assess what can go wrong or deter success, while
remaining optimistic. Be ready for anything with a positive outlook.
Adaptability Stay open to change in the face of adversity or circumstance. One thing 2020 has taught us all is the
importance of being flexible.
Special Roth rules for 2020: There’s still time. Under special rules for 2020, holders of a Roth IRA may be able
to take a distribution without a penalty. The coronavirus stimulus bill (the CARES act) allows those affected by the
pandemic to take a distribution of up to $100,000 without the 10 percent early distribution penalty.
The CARES rule gives Roth owners three years to pay the tax owed on withdrawals instead of in the current year.
Roth owners also have the option to repay the withdrawal without owing any tax, even if the amount exceeds the
annual contribution limit.
Thankful For Rocks! We hardly need to chronicle the many and varied hurdles of 2020. So, we will leave this to
the memes, it has been a great year for them. Most of us are just thankful for our resilience to the numerous
challenges. We’ve done what we always do: Struggle, adapt and tackle each rock in our path to press forward. For
that effort alone,we have reason to be thankful. Thanksgiving isn’t a holiday when we give gifts, it’s one where we
think of the gifts we’ve received. Friendship, family, and hard work are some of the rocks that have lifted us from
sinking. Let’s be thankful for the rocks!
Facing some technological boulders in your path? Give us a call today. We will be there for you to help navigate the
next incline. TDA is thankful for YOU!!!
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